Dear Nelson:

Thanks for yours of October 27th. We have just heard from Mrs. Pommerantz, who explains in detail how it came about that you paid six pounds too much on your personal indebtedness to the Jerusalem School. She says that she is writing to you about the matter. In a few days you should receive a check for the equivalent of six pounds.

We have received only one acknowledgment, from Kirkbride, in connection with our mailings of the OSJ. Up to now we have sent copies to the following: Iliffe, Harding, Kirkbride, Hamilton, Fisher. Since Kirkbride and Harding received their copies we are now going ahead with mailings to the following: High Commissioner McMichael, Keith-Roach, Major Glubb, Dr. Maisler, President Magnes, Professor Mayer, and Professor Sukenik. We have decided to add Petrie to your list, and hope you do not object. All copies contain the usual slip – Compliments of the author and the American Schools. I hope that all arrive safely.

With very best wishes to Helen, Charles and yourself,

Yours,

Robert M. Engberg.